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OVER 40 DESIGN OPTIONS AVAILABLE

LIGHTWEIGHT + EASY TO INSTALL

COMPATIBLE WITH EXISTING GRID SYSTEMS

FIRE RETARDANT

BORDERS ALSO AVAILABLE

COMPATIBLE WITH MOST ACOUSTIC BACKERS

GLOSS OR MATTE AVAILABLE  
* SPECIAL ORDER FINISHES AVAILABLE, MINIMUMS APPLY

FEATURESATI’s MirroFlex™ Decorative Acoustic Ceilings now offer customers 

the ability to add a decorative component to their suspended ceilings 

with the added beneit of noise absorption. Unlike other acoustic 
ceiling tiles which are lat and plain, ATI’s decorative acoustic tiles 
are very affordable, and are available in a wide variety of decorative 

patterns formed into the perforated tile. Over 40 of our pattern 

designs are available to meet most traditional and contemporary 

design needs.

The perforated tiles come in 2' x 2' size for lay-in ceiling applications, 

and are available in black or white (paintable) - both in gloss or matte 

options. When used with existing mineral iber tiles, our decorative 
acoustic tiles eliminate the need to discard current materials, and 

provide a higher NRC* rating when used in combination. The tiles are 

Class-A ire rated, light weight and easy to install.

MirroFlex perforated/acoustic ceiling tiles have a low minimum order 

quantity and are ready to ship in two weeks or less. 

ATI offers an easy-to-install, hold-down clip system to help 

support lay-in ceiling tiles. This clip system attaches to the 

top of any existing grid to hold lay-in ceiling tiles (low or 

high proile) in place, preventing the tiles from lipping out 
of place from air leaks and creating a smooth visual.

For more information on solutions available from ATI Decorative 

Laminates, please call 800.849.1320.

*  NRC Testing Data is available at ATILaminates.com

STANDARD FINISHES

THE FORMULA

CORRUGATED + GLOSS WHITE PERFORATED


